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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the methodology applied in the Achieving

a System Operational Availability Requirement (ASOAR) model.

The purpose of the ASOAR model methodology is to cost

effectively prorate a system Operational Availability (A-.)

requirement to end item A. goals. in addition, it determines

the degree of supportability necessary to achieve each A..

goal. The effective reliability and mainta inability of the

system and effective reliability of redundant configurations are

also determined.
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INTRODUCTION

The ASOAR methodology and model was developed to provide the

Department of Defense (DoD) with a tool that would be

instrumental in determining optimum weapon system secondary item

inventories that meets the explicit weapon system A.,

objectives. ASOAR cost effectively prorates end item A.

requirements from the system requirement. End items are the

primary items procured by or furnished to the system developer

to make the weapon system.

Sparing optimization models that spare optimally to

availability already exist. However: these models minimally

require data that describes attributes of the Line Replace Units

(LRUs) comprising the end item being modeled. LRUs are those

secondary items spared forward to restore an end item. However,

since systems typically contain many end items, system LRU data

is generated from many sources and therefore obtained

fragmentarily at best. Since ASOAR establishes opti.mal end item

availability requirements from the system A., requirement, a

sparing optimization model can then be used anytime after an end



items's LRU data becomes available to optimally provision LRU

spares to achieve the ASOAR derived end item availability

requirement.

The methodology of the ASOAR model can also be used to

analyze the system design reliability configuration of end items

rqlative to achieving the A, requirement. If critical,

essential end items are configured serially, restoring the

failed end item from a down condition restores the weapon system

to an up condition. If critical, essential end items are

configured redundantly, a failure to the redundant end item may

not cause the system to go down if another available end item

can appropriately perform the function. ASOAR will compute the

effective reliability of redundant end item configurations based

on downtimes necessary to attain the end item availability

goal. The effective system reliability and maintainability are

also determined from the system configuration of end items.

The ASOAR model is a macro-analysis tool whose methodology

mainly requires just system and end item level input data. This

permits the ASOAR model to be the earliest on Reliability,

Availability and Maintainability (RAM) analysis tool available.

Detailed LRU data is not needed to compute the cost effective

end item A. goals.
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The basic methodology for computing the cost effective end

item A. from the system requirement starts with a system

configured with end items in series and system restoral

accomplished by removing and replacing LRUs at the operating

level. Computational adjustments to the basic methodology will

be necessary when the system is not comprised of different end

items serially configured, is not always restored by LRUs placed

at the operating level, or has scheduled maintenance.

3



A. BASIC MATHEMATICAL THEORY DERIVING OPTIMAL END ITEM

AVAILABILITY GOALS.

For a system configured with end items in series and having

system restoral accomplished by removing and replacing LRUs at

the operating level, eight basic equations will Le needed to

compute estimated optimal A., goals for each end item. As the

methodology end explanation develops in the text, these basic

equations will be highlighted with numbers. Supporting

equations used for derivation to enhance understanding will be

noted with ietters.

The methodology starts with the determination of the system

Mean Calendar Time Between Failure (MCTBF). MCTBF is the

reciprocal of the calendar time failure rate of an item. Since

failure rates of all critical end items in a series

configuration can be summed to yield the system failure rate,

the system MCTBF can be similarly determined applying basic

Equation 1.

1 = 1 + 1 +...+ 1 -

MCTBF.ym,.m MCTBF 1  MCTBF 2  MCTBFn (1)

The reliability requirement of each end item comprising the

system can usually be found in the Reliability section of each

end item's equipment specification. Since the reliability

requirement is generally expressed in terms of Mean Time Between

4



Failure (MTBF) or operating time per failure, a conversion

accounting for planned system operating tempos is necessary to

express reliability in terms of MCTBF.

The methodology also determines the system Mean Time to

Restore (MTR). An MTR represents the average amount of time an

item would be down if spares were always on-hand to restore the

item to an operable condition. The system MTR depends on each

end item's relative contribution to system failure and their

associated restoral time. For serially configured end items,

the weighted average of each end item's failure frequency which

causes the system to fail multiplied by their respective MTR

determines the system MTR. This is basic Equation 2.

MTRysf.fm - MCTBF x M'Rx W ... + MCTBFpixm,,m X MTR.
MCTBF% MCTBFn (2)

The maintainability requirement of each end item comprising

the system can usually be found in the Maintainability section

of each end item's equipment specification. The maintainability

requirement is eixpressed in terms of Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)

which is the reseoral time in an ideal support environment.

Additional restoral time is necessary for converting to an MTR

to account for de~ayed restoral time in obtaining on-hand spares

from storage, not always having appropriately skilled personnel

available, lack of complete and correctly written technical

5
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manuals, and not always having functioning tools and test

equipment available.

An A, requirement is an expression of the user's need.

A, represents the probability that an equipment will be in an

operable or committable condition at any random point in time.

A.ý, is measured as the total calendar time that the equipment

is in an up condition divided by the total calendar time being

measured. Uptime represents the time that the equipment is

operable or capable of operating if were to be used. The

calendar time that the equipment is not in uptime is considered

rtowntime Equipment A. is expressed by derivational Equation

A.

AUtim4 e
Uptime + Downtime (A)

A. is mathematically equivalent to the amount of uptime

per equipment failure divided by che sum of the amount of uptime

per equipment failure plus the amount of downtime per equipment

failure. Therefore, Equation B is mathematically equivalent to

Equation A.

AX, -Unt me/Failure
Uptime/Failure + Downtime/Failure (B)

The required A. of a system can often be found in a

6
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requirements document such as Required Operational Capability

(ROC) documentation. The system A. approximates the

cperational readiness expected of a weapon system. The amount

of uptime per system failure is the system MCTBF. The amount of

downtime per system failure is the system MTR and the Mean

Logistics Downtime (MLDT) of the system. MTR represents the

downtime related to always having the appropriate spares on-hand

to restore the equipment to an operable or committable

condition. nLDT represent the additional downtime accrued per

failure due to not always having appropriate LRU spares forward

at the operating level when the equipment fails. The required

system A, expressed by Equation C is mathematically equivalent

to Equation B.

A* .y..mm MCTBFm'u.t.
MCTBFoy.t.mm + MTRmyu.4.M + MLDTay_.fm (C)

Analogous to Equation 2, the MLDT of a system comprised of

serially configured end items depends on the weighted average of

each end item's failure frequency which causes the system to

fail multiplied by their respective MLDT. The logistics support

implications and determination of MLDT will be further explained

in another section of this paper.

MLDTyw.fimm - MCTBFaf MLDT. +...+ MCTBFa.xme.,m x MLDTVI
MCTBF2. MCTBF.WI (D)

7



Since the system A., MCTBF and MTR expressions are

essentially specified, the system target MLDT (MMLDT&=aft) can

be determined by transposing Equation C. This becomes basic

Equation 3.

MLDTtm=Q.tft = xlA, .vu~m' X MCTBFv.mtL.m. - A,> x MTR.un...em

(3)

The system target MXDT specifies the average amount of

calendar time permissible per failure to lack spares and still

meet the system A. requirement. If the target MLDT is a

negative number, the system A. requirement is not achievable.

When applying a sparing optimization model, computations

determining the quantity and placement of LRU spares leads to

the largest amount of availability gain per unit cost of

sparing. Conversely, since increasing availability reduces

downtime, optimizing the quantity and placement of spares leads

to the largest reduction of MLDT for the least amount of sparing

cost. The cost to failure rate ratio of an LRU is a key

parameter which can aid in approximately determining the

selection of LRUs for sparing forward. When reducing MLDT with

a sparing optimization model, LRUs within a higher indentured

item are compared relative to each other to determine the

selection of those LRU spares with the lesser cost per failure

rate ratio.

8



A simple example may better illustrate this point. Suppose

an end item consisting of LRU 1 and LRU 2 are in a series

configuration without spares of either item. Suppose the MLDT

per failure of each LRU are approximately the same. LRU 2 costs

twenty times more than LRU 1 and LRU 2 has twice the failure

factor of LRU 1. Due to twice the failure frequency and equal

downtime per failure, LRU 2 causes twice as much downtime when

neither are spared. A spare of LRU 2 would be twice as

effective in reducing MLDT, but costs twenty times more than a

spare of LRU 1. Impacting only half as much downtime with

twenty times less cost (1/2 x 20 = 10), the first spare of LRU 1

costs ten times less per unit reduction of MLDT making LRU 1 the

more cost effective choice to spare.

Applying the logic cited in the above example, the MLDT of

LRU 2 would have to be ten times greater than LRU 1 to make LRU

2 as cost effective to spare. The comparative LRU cost to

failure rate ratios approximates the relative amount of MLDT

that must be proportionately reduced to equalize their cost

effectiveness for sparing forward.

Cost LRUm/FR I.RU, , MLDT LRUIi/i - I -:

.Cost LRU2 /FR LRU. MLDT LRUJ 20/2 10 (E)

This implies that the greater the LRU cost to failure rate

ratio is, the less likely the LRU will be spared. Less sparing



yields more MLDT and less A.. Transposing Equation E and

generalizing for all LRUs within the end item yields Equation F.

!ý,DT LRU, •... . MLDT LRUC .... MLDT LRUn,
Cost LRUx/FR LRU. Cost LRU./FR LRU. Cost LRUJ/FR LRUn

(F)

For a system with end items serially configured, it becomes

important to estimate the average LRU cost (Cost LRU) and

average LRU failure rate (FR LRU) of the significant failure

rate LRUs in each end item. Since insignificant failure rate

LRUs will impact A. less and very high cost assemblies with

insignificant failure rates are unlikely to have their LRUs

stocked forward, counting these assemblies can skew the average

LRU cost to failure rate ratio estimate to be higher than

necessary. Therefore, the estimated average LRU cost in an end

item is approximately the estimated cost of the end item minus

the estimated costs for high cost assemblies with relatively

insignificant failure rates (!Cost) divided by the number of

significant failure rate LRUs in the end item (No. LRU).

Cost LRU. Z Cost.
No. LRU. (G)

The average significant LRU failure rate in an end item can

also be estimated by dividing the end item's failure rate by the

number of significant failure rate LRUs in the end item.

10



FR LRU. Z 1 /No. LRU. = 1
MCTBF. MCTBFn x No. LRU. (H)

The average cost to failure rate ratio of LRUs in an end

item can be derived by dividing Equation G by Equation H.

Cost LRU, Cost, ' x MCTBF. x No. LRU2 = Costx x MCTBF,.
PR LRU2 . No. LRUC

(I)

The average LRU cost to failure rate ratio in an end item is

simply the product of the end item's cost minus the total cost

of high cost assemblies with relatively insignificant failure

rates and the end item's MCTBF. Notice that the number of LRUs

in the end item conveniently drops out which precludes the

necessity to gather this depth of data. However, data for

estimated costs of high cost, relatively insignificant failure

rate assemblies should still be obtained for determining a more

accurate LRU forward sparing optimization. This is the only

data needed below the end item indenture level.

when optimizing sparing to a weapon system instead of an end

item, the same cost effectiveness principles to approximating

forward sparing still applies. However, the average end item

LRU cost to failure rate ratio and the MLDT of each end item

serially comprising the system are used. Analogous to Equation

F and substituting Equation I, Equation J shows that each end

IfS/.
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item's average LRU cost to failure rate ratio proportionally

approximates the relative amount of each end item's MLDT that

must be reduced to equalize the cost effectiveness of their LRUs

spared forward.

MLDT 1  Z ... . MLDT. .... 1M-DT,
Cost, x MCTBF2 .  Cost, x MCTBF. Cost,, x MCTBF. (J)

With Equation J, the MLDT of each end item can be expressed

in terms of the MLDT of a specific end item.

MLDT, Z Cost, x MCTBF 1 x MLDTC
Cost. x MCTBF.

MLDTn Z Cost, x MCTBF, x MLDTn
Cost. x MCTBF. (K)

Substituting Equation K into Equation D, the system's MLDT

can be expressed in terms of the MLDT of a specific end item.

MLDT.y.,.. - MCTBF°,,.,.,,e x Cost 1 x MCTBFI x MLDT, ...
MCTBF2 .  Cost. x MCTBF.

MCTBF..,STTI x Cost. x MCTBF., x MLDT.
MCTBF, Cost. x MCTBF. (L)

Cancelling appropriate end item MCTBFs in Equation L and

using the distributive property of mathematics, terms can be

factored out of each expression to yield Equation M.

12



MLDT.yw...m MLDT. x MCTBF.,iz-am x (Cost. +...+ Costn,)
MCTBF. Cost. (M)

Letting the system cost represent the sum of the ccst of

each different critical end item in the system less the total

cost of high cost assemblies with relatively insignificant

failure rates, the system cost for cost effective LRU forward

sparing is expressed below:

CostaYOV-.= CostX +...+ Cost, (N)

Substituting Equation N into Equation M and transposing, the

cost effective target MLDT of each end item can be solved. The

result approximates the cost effective MLDT of an end item to be

equal to the system target MLDT times the end item's average LRU

cost to failure rate ratio divided by the average LRU cost to

failure rate ratio of the system. This is basic Equation 4.

MLDTx Z MLZ .... . x MCTBF, z Cost,
MCTBFvmf.tm x COsta-yw.MMM (4)

Applying a simple example similar to the example previously

used, Equation 4 can be verified. Suppose a system is composed

of two end items in a series configuration. The cost of Fnd

Item 2 minus the total cost of its relatively high cost, very

low failure rate assemblies is twenty times greater than End

Item 1 and End Item 2 has twice the failure rate of End Item 1.

13
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CostX = 1 Failure Rate, = 1 MCTBFx = 1

Cost 2  = 20 Failure Rate 2  = 2 MCTBF 2 = 1/2

Cost.... = 21 Failure Rate.., = 3 MCTBF.,. = 1/3

MLDTx Z MLDT ,..... x 1 x 1 = MLDTyej~crftt:
1/3 x 21 7

%LDT 2  MLDT .-. ,.. x 1/2 x 20 10 x %LDT,-&.,,
1/3 x 21 - 7

This example as with the previous example verifies that the

target MLDT of End Item 1 is approximately a tenth of the target

MLDT of End Item 2 to equalize their cost effectiveness for

sparing forward. The smaller end item MLDT relates to more

forward sparing and a higher A. goal desired for the end item.

After computing the cost effective target MLDT of each end

item, the initial estimated optimal A. goal of each end item 7

in the system can be solved applying basic Equation 5.

A. est Z MCTBF.
MCTBF. + MTR., + MLDTm (5)

The creation and testing of the ASOAR model to p oduce

results similar to the Army's standard sparing optim zation

model yielded a refinement to this basic methodology. When

serially configured end items within the system are f ilure

independent, the multiplication of the end item avail bilities

computes the systein AX. After the initial estimated A, of

14



each end item are datermined, these end item availabilities are

multiplied together to yield the estimated system A. as shown

in Equation 6.

n
SA., est = A, system est

x=1. (6)

The estimated system A. is then compared to the system

A. requirement. If the absolute value difference shown by

Equation 7 is very small and within the value of some specified

tolerance, the approximately optimal end itemIA. goals have

.been determined.

IA, system - A. system estl I tolerande ? (7)

If the absolute value difference is not w ithin the tolerance

value, the MLDT of each end item in Equation needs to be

multiplied by the same constant adjustment factor for the

product of their A. to be very close to the weapon system A.

requirement. The adjustment factor value is determined from the

ratio of the system target MLDT of Equation 3 to a new estimated

system MLDT. MLDT system est is found by substituting the

estimated system A. of Equation 6 into Equation 3. The

adjusted MLDT of each end item is computed by Equation 8.

Adjusted MLDTc = MLDT* .... x MLDTm
MLDT.awf.i ..- (8)

15
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Applying the adjusted MLDT of each end item into Equation 5

yields the new estimated A. goals of each end item in the

system. The product of the new estimated end item

availabilities will be much closer to the system A.

requirement. Should their absolute difference still not be

within the tolerance value, the ASOAR model will continue to

iterate adjustxtents using Equations 5 through 8 until the

approximately optimal end item A, goals are determined.

16
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B. RELATIONSHIPS OF LOGISTICS SUPPORT TO THE REQUIRED

OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY (A X0.

Two additional b sic equations will be used to relate

logistics support to the A. requirement. As shown by Equation

C, the A. of a system is dependent on its designed reliability

and maintainability and the logistics associated to supporting

the system. The system target MLDT to achieve the system's A.

requirement is determined by Equation 3. The system target MLDT

specifies the average amount of calendar time permissible per

failure to lack spares forward and still meet the A.

requirement. The system A. requirement is not attainable if

the system target MLDT turns out to be a negative number.

If an LRU spare is on-hand to restore a failure, no

logistics downtime is accrued. However, if the appropriate LRU

spare is not available to restore a failure, the logistics

downtime accruad is the time for the forward support level to

obtain this spare. The percentage of time the appropriate LRU

is in operating level stock to restore a failed end item is the

order fill rate (FILL,.). MLDT can be estimated by multiplying

the probability of not filling an order from operating level

stock (1-FILLx) times the operating level's Mean Time to

Obtain (MTTO,) LRU spares. This is shown by Equation 0.

17



MLDT, = FILL, x 0 + (1-FILLi) x MTTOi

MLDT, = (.-FILL0) x MTTO, (0)

Order fill rates at support levels which are not the most

forward level supply is best viewed as Stock Availability (SA).

SA represents the percentage of demands for LRUs that can be

filled by stock stored at the supporc level. SA at the most

forward level of supply is typically inappropriate unless every

demand for an LRU is used to restore the system from a down

condition. Order fill rates of the appropriate LRUs used to

restore the equipment to an up condition is most pertinent at

the forward level of supply support.

The mean time to obtain LRU spares can either be inputted

into the ASOAR model or computed by ASOAR. If inputted, MTTO is

often estimated as the order and ship time to receive LRUs

stored at the next higher level of supply plus some additional

mean delay time for that level of support's time to obtain

spares from maintenance or resupply because its stock

availability is also not 100%. If MTTO% is computed, Equation

9 is used by ASOAR.

18
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XTTO& - PCTREP, x RCTI (l-PCTREP,) x OST 2

+ PCTREP 2 x RCT 2 x (1-SA2) x (l-PCTREP 1 )

+ (l-(PCTREP, + PCTREPa)] x (1-SA a ) x OST 3

* PCTREP3 x RCT3 x (l-SA2 ) X (l-SA3 )

x [l-(PCTREP, + PCTREP 2 ))

+ (PCTREP4 + PCTNREP) x (1-SA2) x (l-SA3 ) X OST.

+ PCTREP4 x RCT4 x (l-SAm) x (1-SA3 ) x (L-SA 4 )

x (PCTREP4 + PCTNREP)

+ PCTNREP x (1-SA 2 ) x (l-SA3 ) x (1-SA4) x BOMTTO (9)

The numbered subscripts in Equation 9 represents the support

levels for supply or maintenance. The foilowing support levels

are represented by the numbered subscripts.

1 - Operating or Organizational (ORG) Level or Most Forward

Level of Support

2 - Direct Support (DS) Level

3 - General Support (GS) Level

4 - Depot, Contractor, or Wholesale Support Level

The following defines the variables used to compute the

operating level's mean time to obtain a spare.
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RCT - Averag, Repair Cycle Time at # support level

PCTREP - Percentage of LRUs Repaired and returned to stock

at # support level

PCTNREP - Percentage of LRUs Not Repaired or returned to

stock

SA - Average LRU Stock Availability at # support level

OST - Average Order and Ship Time from # support level

to the next lower support level

BOMTTO - Wholesale support level's Mean Time to Obtain a

Back Order

The percentage of LRUs repaired and returned to stock it

each support level represents the mean Maintenance Task

Distribution (MTD) of the equipment's LRUs. The percent o2 LRUs

discarded or not repaired and returned to stock plus the MTD

percent at each support level adds up to 100%. This special

condition shown by Equation P is forced to be heeded when

inputting to the ASOAR model.

4
SPCTREP. + PCTNREP 1 1 (P)
s-1

For four levels of support, inputs to all the variables in

Equation 9 are needed to compute the MTTO of the most forward

level of supply support. When support conditions with less than

20
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four levels of support applies, the ASOAR model automatically

sets appropriate variable values to zero and does not request

their input. The following is a summary of inputs impacted by

the support conditions.

1. For 4 Level Support, all inputs are needed.

2. For no GS, SA3 = OST 3 = PCTREP3 = RCT 3 = 0.

3. For no DS, SA2 = OST 2 = PCTREP2 = RCT 2 = 0.

4. For no DS and GS, the inputs of conditions 2 and 3 are 0.

5. For no ORG, PCTREP, = RCT. = SA2 = OST 2 = 0.

6. For no ORG and GS, the inputs of conditions 2 and 5 are 0.

7. For no ORG and DS, PCTREP, = RCT. = SA2 = OST 2 =

PCTREP 2 = RCT 2 = SA3 = OST 3 = 0.

As previously discussed, the mean time to obtain LRU spares

can either be inputted into the ASOAR model directly as an

estimate or computed by the model from other logistic support

inputs. Since the target MLDT is computed by Equation 3 and

MTTOx is estimated or computed, Equation 0 can be transposed

_____to determine the equipment's target order fill rate. This is

shown as Equation 10.

FILLt•mzg.t U - MD

MTTOL (10)

The system target order fill rate defines the percentage of
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time that the appropriate LRU must be spared at the operating

level to restore the system when it fails. The higher the

target order fill rate, the more expensive secondary item

inventories must be to achieve the weapon system AX

requirement.

For the case where a system is configured with end items in

series, Equation 10 also computes the target order fill rates of

each end item. The target MLDT of each end item can be

determined by substituting the end item's MCTBF, MTR and optimal

A. goal previously computed into Equation 3. Each end item

order fill rate computed by the ASOAR model defines the

percentage of time that the appropriate LRU must be spared at

the most forward level of support to restore that particular end

item when it caused the system to fail.
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C. HANDLING OTHER EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATIONS OR SUPPORT

POSSIBILITIES.

Computational adjustments will sometimes be necessary prior

to applying the basic equations derived for prorating a system

A., requirement to approximate optimal end item A. goals.* If

the system is comprised of some similar end items, restored by

spares placed at a centralized forward location, or is supported

with periodic maintenance; computational adjustments become

necessary to achieve accurate results. The special equations

and computational adjustments in this section are used to

estimate an equivalent baseline. These special equations or

adjustments will be noted with the special case number followed

by a letter.

Ten special cases of other configurations or support

possibilities causing computational adjustments will be

presented. Cases 1 through 4 covers equipment configuration

adjustments which adjusts an end item network configuration to

an equivalent MCTBF. Cases 5 and 6 covers periodic maintenance

adjustments which translates maintenance downtime to an

equivalent A. adjustment. Cases 7 through 10 covers

centralized forward support adjustments which adjusts the

forward support of multiple systems to an equivalent system.

The following is the listing of the ten special cases.
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1. Common End Items

2. Hot Standby Redundant End Items

3. Cold Standby Redundant End Items or End Item Spares at

Operating Level

4. Degradational Redundancy or Capacity Availability

5. System Scheduled Maintenance Downtime or Preventive

Maintenance

6. End Items Scheduled Maintenance Downtime or Preventive

Maintenance

7. Multiple Systems Restored with LRU Spares at Operating Level

8. Systems Restored with LRU Spares at DS

9. Systems Restored with End Item and LRU Spares at DS

10. Systems Restored with End Item Spares at DS and LRU Spares

Stocked Forward at GS
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CASE 1: COMMON END ITEMS.

/

This case implies that there are R similar end items and all

of them must be operational for the system to be in an up

state. A characteristic of design standardization is to utilize

common items to perform similar functions. One benefit from

standardization is the economy of using a spare LRU to restore

any of the common end items and hence restore the system. The

cost of a spare does not change, but the probability that the

spare will be used increases when it supports more than one end

item. To handle the adjustment for standardization, the R

common end items are combined to represent one end item. This

equivalent end item will have the adjusted MCTBF shown in

Equation 1A, but its equivalent cost remdains the cost of just

one end item.

Adjusted MCTBFC = MCTBF./R (1A)
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CASE 2: HOT STANDBY REDUNDANT END ITEMS.

This case implies that at least R out of N similar end items

must be operational to consider the system as being in an up

state. With hot standby redundancy, a maximuii of N end items

are operating at the same time. Computations lir determining

optimal end item A. goals requires the redundant network of

like end items be combined to represent one end item. This one

end item will have its equivalent cost remain as Cost., but

its equivalent MCTBF is very complex and dependent on the Mean

Downtime (MDT) per failure of the end item.

MDT is equal to the end item's MTR plus its MLDT. The MDT

of an end item can be computed using Equation 2A.

MDTm Z MTR= + (l-FILL2.) x MTTO1,. (2A)

The order fill rate of LRU spares and the mean time to

obtain spares at the operating level typically drive the end

item's MDT. Since the MCTBF of a redundant network will depend

on its MDT, the logistics support of redundant end items becomes

a key factor in determining the network's reliability. To

obtain an initial estimate of the end item MDT, its order fill

will initially be set to 0. When the target MLDT of the optimal

end item availability goal is determined, it will be compared to

the maximum MLDT of the redundant end item network. If the
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target MLDT exceeds this maximum MLDT, then Equation 2B

adjustments apply.

MLDT. max = MTTO, + MTRx - MTR.

N-R+1.

If MLDT. >a~qm• > MLDT. max,

then FILLx f.=a.t = 0 and MLDT = MLDT. max
(2B)

The maximum MLDT of a redundant network is less than MTTO.

because more than one failure to the similar end items can occur

and not cause the system to fail. After the first failure

occurs, an order is placed which may or may not arrive before

the second failure occurs. Depending the number of redundant

end items which is N-R, the second failure may cause the system

to fail. If the system were to fail, its logistics downtime

would be less because the previous order for a spare LRU is due

in. For a system failure with one redundant end item, the IDT

is approximately half of what the MDT would be with no

redundancy. For a system failure with two redundant end items,

the MDT is approximately a third of what the MDT would be with

no redundancy because two previous orders for spare LRUs are due

in.

If the target MLDT of the optimal end 4tem availability goal

does not exceed the maximum MLDT of the redundant end item

network, the target order fill will be computed using Equation
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2C. For a redundant network, the target order fill rate of

Equation 2C is substituted for Equation 10.

FILL1 x = 1 - (N-R+I x (MLDTx . + MTR,) - MTR,.
MTTO. (2C)

The target order fill rate is then compared to the order

fill rate applied in Equation 2A. If the target order fill rate

is greater, the order fill rate in Equation 2A will be

iteratively increased until it eventually matches the last

target order fill rate of the optimum end item availability goal

using Equation 2C.

Whenever the end item's MDT is estimated using Equation 2A,

the reliability or probability of an eri item to succeed a

mission of MDT duration is computed using Equation 2D.

Rel = P(success) = e (--=TVX/MCTWWX) (2D)

The unreliability or probability of an end item failing to

last the duration of MUT. is the complement of the computed

reliability.

\

Unrel = 1 - P(success) = 1 - e (--Tx/MCTVx) (2E)
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Knowing the reliability and unreliability of an end item to

perform the duration of a MDT, the network reliability for an R

of N hot standby redundant network of the similar end items can

be solved using the Binomial Distribution.

Network Rel = (Rel)N + N! x (Rel)N-1 x Unrel +...
(N-I)!

+ N! x (Rel)R x (Unrel)N-R
(N-R) R

(2F)

This network rriiability describes the percentage of time

the redundant net.aork should be lasting longer than the end

item's mean downtime per failure. With the network reliability

and MDT computed, the equivalent MCTBF of the R of N network can

be derived. The equivalent MCTBF of a redundant network of like

end items is the Network MCTBF. The Network MCTBF is related to

the network reliability using Equation 2G. Taking the natural

logarithm of both sides of the Equation 2G yields Equation 2H.

Equation 21 transposes Equation 2H to determine the equivalent

MCTBF of the redundant network. This MCTBF for the end item

is then applied in the basic mathematical theory used to derive

optimal end item A. goals.

Network Rel. = e -- WDV Zc•X) (2G)

Ln(Network Relm) = - MDT,,
Network MCTBF. (2H)

- ,Network MCTBF MDT,
Ln(Network Rel.) (21)
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CASE 3: COLD STANDBY REDUNDANT END ITEMS OR END ITEM

SPARES AT OPERATING LEVEL.

Both hot and coLd standby redundancies imply that R of N

similar end items must be operational to consider the system as

being in an up state. However, the difference between these

types of redundancies is that the hot mode attempts to have a

maximum of N end items operating and the cold mode has a maximum

of R end items operating. End items spared at the operating

level can be treated like a cold standby redundancy.

The first difference between hot standby redundancies and

cold standby redundancies is that a failure to any end item in

the cold standby redundancy causes system downtime until the

system is switched to use an operating redundant end item.

Therefore, a cold standby redundant network of end items will

automatically apply an unscheduled maintenance downtime

adjustment. This adjustment is dependent on the frequency of

unscheduled maintenance downtime occurrences and the maintenance

time to switch end items per occurrence.

The Mean Calendar Time Between Maintenance (MCTBM) denoting

the frequency of unscheduled maintenance occurrences is

determined from the MCTBF of operating R end items.

MCTBM.= MCTBFM/R (3A)
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The Mean Down Time to Switch (MDTS) end items together with

the MCTBM from Equation 3A causes a maintenance availability

adjustment (A...n as shown by Equation 3B.

A.*m z~e~z MCTBM.C
MCTBM. + MDTS. (3B)

The maintenance availability adjustment causes a

modification to the system A. requirement or system A.

target last used in Equation 3. The maintenance availability

adjustment is utilized to determine a new system A.* target

(A. in.um . The new target system A. derived from

Equation 3C is then applied in Equation 3 to compute a new MLDT

target.

A. ma-a.m *t-awa = Am .mtam (from Equation 31
Ao mamzmnariaf (3C)

The second difference between hot and cold standby

redundancy is in the computation of the Network MCTBF. The

computational adjustments and procedure using Equations 2A, 2B,

2C, 2G, 2H, and 21 are also applicable to Case 3. However, a

Poisson Distribution for constantly operating R end items in the

cold stan y redundancy mode is used to compute the network

reliability\ rather than the Binomial Distribution. Therefore,

Equations 2b, 2E, and 2F are not utilized in Case 3.

31
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To determine the network reliability, the average number of

demands (Dem) expected over the duration of the end item's MDT

established by Equation 2A must be computed using Equation 3D.

Dem = R x MDT./MCTBF. (3D)

Applying the Poisson Distribution to the average number of

demands over the end item's MDT duration directly determines the

network reliability for a R of N cold standby redundant network

of similar end items.

Network Rel = e---i" + Dem x e-0,0 +...+ Dem' 1,-R) x e-aDr
(N-R) !

(3E)

Substituting the Network Rel determined by Equation 3E into

Equation 21 yields the Network MCTBF of the cold standby,

redundant network. This equivalent MCTBF for the end item is

then applied in the basic mathematical theory used to determine

optimal end item A. goals.

The target LRU order fill rate applying Equation 2B or

Equation 2C is also utilized in lieu of Equation 10. If

Equation 2C applies rather then 2B, the order fill rate in

Equation 2A is iteratively increased until it eventually matches

the last target order fill rate of the optimum end item

availability goal using Equation 2C.
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CASE 4: DEGRADATIONAL REDUNDANCY OR CAPACITY

AVAILABILITY.

Degradational redundancy is used to describe the existence

of a state of operation where the system can be between the

levels of being fully up and fully down. This is analogous to

operating at less than i00% of the required capacity, but

operiting at some percent of upness greater than 0%.

Degradational redundancy or capacity availability applies to

both hot standby and cold standby redundancies. in fact, when

Case 4 is utilized, the ASOAR model user must explicitly note

which kind of redundancy applies.

When the degradational network applies an R of N hot standby

redundancy as its operating mode, all the equations and

procedures of Case 2 applies with the exception of Equation 2F.

A Binomial Distribution with percentages or Probabilities of

Upness associated to each state between R and N shown as

Equation 4A is used in lieu of Equation 2F.

Network Rel - P(Upness)m x (Rel)"

"! P(Upness)w, x NI x (Rel)"-* x Unrel +...
(N-l)1

"÷ P(Upness)n x NI x (Rel)n x (Unrel)"--
(N-R) R

(4A)
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When the degradational network applies an R of N cold

standby redundancy as its operating mode, all the equations and

procedures appropriately applied to Case 3 are used with the

exception of Equation 3E. A Poisson Distribution with the

percentages or Probabilities of Upness associated to each state

between 1 and R shown as Equation 4B is used in lieu of Equation

3E.

Network Rel P(Upness)n x (e-1 - + Dem x e- 0° m +...+

Dem(N-A) x e-Ofm] + P(Upness)nx x Dem(-a-1) x e--in'

(N-R) I (N-R+1)!

.. .+ P(Upness) 1 x Dem(H-1) x e-O"-
(N-i)! (4B)

It should be noted that the Probability of Upness associated

to the states where all N items are operating in a hot standby

redundant mode or all R item are operating in a cold standby

redundant mode does not necessarily have to be 100% up. If the

equipment design is sometimes inadequate to handle the full

required capacity with all end items in the network operating,

then the system does not have to reflect that it is fully up.
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CASE 5: SYSTEM SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE DOWNTIME OR

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE.

This case implies that there is system preventative

maintenance or the periodic relocation of the system which

transitions the system to a down state. With preventative

maintenance, the system is serviced at a specified time

interval. With the periodic relocation of the system; the

system is torn down, transported and set up after some duration

of time or usage.

The scheduled maintenance adjustment is dependent on the

average frequency of scheduled maintenance and the average

amount of system downtime associated to the scheduled

maintenance event. Therefore, the mean calendar time between

maintenance and the Mean Maintenance Downtime (MMDT) of the

system are needed inputs. These variables cause a maintenance

availability adjustment (A0 xnm±f...,a.) as shown in Equation

5A.

A0 mft.mz.*. = MCmBMOV.f.
MCTBMusv..am + MMDTuvtimgg. (SA)

The maintenance availability adjustment causes a

modification to the system A. requirement or system A,

target last used in Equation 3 to determine a new system
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operational availability target (A. . •=.t). The new

target system A. derived from Equation 5B is then applied to

Equation 3 to compute a new MLDT•=• .

A.* -~m - _.. _(from Equation 3',
A* (5B)
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CASE 6: END ITEMS SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE DOWNTIME OR

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE.

This case is analogous to Case 5 when dealing with end item
A -

preventative maintenance that causes the system to not be

available. Case 6 can also be used to account for additional

end item downtime due to some other unforeseen reason such. as

the possibility of switching to hot standby redundant end items

when the time to switch over is significant. It should be noted

that switching time associated with cold standby redundancy is

already incorporated in Cases 3 and 4.

The MCTBM of the end item and the MMDT of the end item that

causes the system to not be available afe needed inputs. These

variables cause a maintenance availability adjustment shown as

Equation 6A.

A= MCTBM.
MCTBM. + MMDTu (6A)

The new target system A,, is found using Equation 5B and

then is applied to Equation 3 to compute a new MLDTJ..=g.._.
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CASE 7: MULTIPLE SYSTEMS RESTORED WITH LINE REPLACEABLE

UNIT (LRU'I SPARES AT OPERATING LEVEL.

This case implies that the Ao requirement covers a Number of

Identical Systems (NSYS) being serviced by an organizational

level to transition any of these systems to an up state after

going down. A benefit from having multiple systems is the

economy of using a spare LRU to restore similar end items from

having common systems. If the Ao requirement is for an

individual system and several individual systems are serviced by

the same operating level, no computational adjustments are

needed because the ASOAR output covers the individual system.

The difference not displayed by ASOAR is that LRU demand rates

are higher for multiple systems which generally causes an

increase in the spares requirement to attain the same LRU order

fill rates.

If the Ao requirement is for a system configured with

multiple systems rather than the requirement being for each

individual system, a computational adjustment is necessary. To

handle this adjustment, the NSYS common systems are combined to

represent one system. This equivalent system will have adjusted

MCTBFs for all the end items as determined by Equation 7A.

Adjusted MCTBF. = MCTBF./NSYS for x = 1 ,..., N (7A)
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CASE 8: SYSTEMS RESTORED WITH LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT (LRUI

SPARES AT DIRECT SUPPORT (DS).

This case implies that Y systems are serviced by a

centralized area to transition any of these systems to an up

state after going down. The DS level is considered the

centralized support which stores the LRU spares and is the most

forward level of supply. Systeims are not to be accompanied with

operating level LRU spares stockage.

Without operating level spares, system restoral by using LRU

spares stocked at the DS level can occur by different

maintenance schemes. One scheme might be to use a Contact

Maintenance Team where maintenance pers6nnel will travel with

the spare LRUs to the system to restore it. Another scheme

might be to utilize the DS level as a Direct Exchange point

where the failed LRUs are brought and exchanged for spare LRUs

to restore the system. Finally, another scheme might be to use

the DS level as a maintenance shop where failed systems are -

always evacuated to for restoral.

/
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Since LRU spares are not stored at the operating level, an

additional delay time to restore the system occurs before

replacement by appropriate LRUs can be accomplished. The

equivalent system will also have adjusted MTRs for all the end

items by adding the DS level Mean Restoral Delay Time (MRDT) to

the Mean Time To Restore as shown by Equation BA.

Adjusted MTR. = MRDT 2 + MTR. for X = 1,...,N (8A)

With LRUs spared forward at the DS level, LRU order fill

rates determined by the ASOAP. model apply to the DS level of

stockage. The DS level mean time to obtain spare LRUs

substitution described by 8B is applied to Equations 9 and 10.

Substitute MTTO2 for MTTO1  (8B)
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CASE 9: SYSTEMS RESTORED WITH END ITEM AND LINE

REPLACEABLE UNIT (LRU) SPARESAT DIRECT SUPPORT (DSa.

This case is similar to Case 8 except the DS level stores

both LRU spares and end item spares call floats. System

restoral is primarily accomplished by using end item floats or

the spare LRUs when the end item float is not available., The

time to restore the system using end item floats is represented

by the DS level Mean Restoral Delay Time. Since the number of

end item Floats (F.) are similar to cold standby redundant end

items for the Y systems, Case 3 is applied to determine each end

item MCTBF. When applying Case 3 toaccount for the end item

floats, the following substitutions described by 9A are applied.

Substitute: Y for R and (Y + F.) for N if F. > 0

Substitute: MRDT 2 for each MDTSM if F. > 0

Substitute: MCTBF. for each MCTBM. !if F. > 0 (9A)

After accounting for all end items having floats, the system

target Ao adjusted by Equation 3C represents the Ao for a single

system. To compute the system target Ao for Y systems as if they

are operating in series, the substitution of 9B is used.

Substitute: (A0 .*•. 4.=.tf)V for Ao .ye.mm (9B)

End items without floats that do not have LRUs forward at the

operating level will apply Case 8 to account for their additional

delay time to restore the system.
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Since end items without floats are also being computed as if Y

systems are operating in series, end item MCTBFs for Y systems are

to be used initially. Therefore, Equation 9C is applied to end

items without floats.

Network MCTBFI = (MCTBF. / Y) if F. = 0 (9C)

After the equivalent MCTBF for Y operating systems are

determined and used to obtain results, adjusted MCTBFs for a single

system iz computed by Equation 9D for all end items.

Adjusted MCTBF. = Network MCTBF= x Y (9D)

After the equivalent operational availabilities for Y operating

systems are determined and used to obtain results, adjusted

availabilities for a single system is computed for each end item

applying Equation 9E. Ao .•.e. "-w is the system A. for a

single system.

Adjusted A.. = (A•)x-' (9E)

With LRUs spared forward at the DS level, LRU order fill rates

determined by the ASOAR model apply to the DS level of stockage.

Thus, the substitution of 8B applies to Equations 9 and 10.
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CASE 10: SYSTEMS RESTORED WITH END ITEM SPARES AT DIRECT

SUPPORT ADS) AND LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT (LRU) SPARES STOCKED

FORWARD AT GENERAL SUPPORT (GS).
/1

This case implies that Y systems are serviced by a

centralized area to transition any of these systems to an up

state after going down by using end item floats rather than

LRUs. The centralized area storing the end item floats is

.considered the DS level.

This case differs from Case 9 because LRU spares are not

located at the same centralized support. Instead, LRU spares

are located at a more centralized area considered the GS level.

The GS level services Z DS levels to restore failed end items.

Assuming that the failed end items are evacuated to the GS level

for maintenance, restored and then returned to the DS level,

additional delay time is added to the Mean Time To Restore an

end item. The additional delay occurs sending the end item to

the GS level before repairing and sending the working float back

to the DS level. Therefore, the equivalent system will have

adjusted MTRs for all the end items by adding twice the Mean

Shipping and Handling Time (MSHT) between DS and GS to the Mean

Time To Restore as shown by Equation 10A.

Adjusted MTR. = (2 x MSHT 2 - 3 ) + MTR. for X = 1,...,N (10A)
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D. METHODOLOGY VERIFICATION.

The methodology within ASOAR contains some approximations.

The key simplifying assumption is that the relative cost to

failure ratios of the end items drives the weapon system's LRU

spariag optimization at the most forward level ot supply

support. Therefore, the basic methodology of ASOAR was tested

by comparing it to results obtained by using the Army's standard

spaiing optimization model.

A pseudo-system consisting of 7 end items with known LRU

data was modeled with the Selected Essential-Item Stockage

Availability Method (SESAME) model using the same curve

parameter for each end item. The outputted system A. from

SESAME was used as the ASOAR model input. The end item A•.

outputs of ASOAR were then compared to end item A. outputs

computed by SESAME. This test was repeated three times with

different order of magnitude curve parameters. The results

showed that the A. values for serial end items computed by the

ASOAR model were close to the A•, values computed by the SESAME

model which had optimally spared the LRUs in those end items.

Summary comparisons of the computed end item A. using SESAME

and ASOAR on the pseudo-system are displayed in Tables 1

through 3.
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The ASOAR model itself was exercised to test out the

computer code in the basic methodology and all the special

cases. ASOAR model results were compared against hand

calculations to verify that equations and algorithms were

programimed correctly. The results also yielded by the ASOAR

model passed common sense tests.

Multiple, special case runs were done to represent more

complex systems. The inputting order of the special cases were ,.

varied. Results showed that special Cases 1 through 6 are

independent of input sequence. Special Cases 7 through 1.0 which

deal with multiple systems serviced by the most forward level of -

supply support are dependent on input sequence and should be

inputted last.
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Percentage of Line Replace Units Repaired .............. PCTREP

Reliability, Availability and Maintainability ........... RAM

Repair Cycle Time ...................................... RCT

Required Operational Capability ........................ ROC

Stock Availability . SA

Selected Essential-Item Stockage Availability Method ... SESAME
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